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Abstract: RNA-binding protein TLS/FUS is a causative gene for amyotrophic lateral sclerosis (ALS) and frontotemporal
lobar degeneration (FTLD). TLS mutations induce the propensity of TLS to form aggregates in motor neurons causing
neuronal degenerative lesions to their necrosis. TLS is prone to be precipitated in high concentration around 10 mg/ml, while
mutated TLS is suspected to be precipitated even lower or physiological concentration in the motor neurons. An unidentified
agent from infections would cause formation of the precipitation of TLS through their surface antigens. The precipitation
driven with agents might be attribute to a small compound appeared on the surface. Biotinylated isoxazole (BISOX) has been
reported to be precipitated with divergent RNA-binding proteins including TLS in nuclear extracts of cultured mammalian
cells. We have published a molecular model for crystal formation of BISOX with TLS providing a plat form for searching
novel regulators to precipitate TLS in neuronal disorders. Because BISOX is an artificial compound, we have further explored
to obtain naturally occurring agents to induce the TLS precipitation and generated a conceivable biological compound,
biotin-Lys-His (BLH). We have examined the precipitation of BLH with HeLa cell nuclear extract, but did not detect any TLS
signal. Then, we add BLH to reaction of BISOX with TLS, and serendipitously observed a robust inhibitory effect of BLH on
the formation of crystal of BISOX with TLS. We employed in silico analysis to show how BLH blocks the crystal formation of
BISOX with TLS. The computational analysis of the events presented a model that BLH should be incorporated into the
crystal formation of BISOX but some steric hindrance placed by BLH blocks growing of the crystal of BISOX and TLS. These
results provide the potentiality that BLH should block the aggregate formation of TLS in ALS, leading to a seed for drug
discovery against ALS, although it needs future endeavor to find more compounds to have effect on the TLS aggregation.
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1. Introduction
RNA-binding protein TLS (translocated in liposarcoma)/
FUS (fused in sarcoma) is a causative gene for amyotrophic
lateral sclerosis (ALS) [1, 2] and frontotemporal lobar
degeneration (FTLD) [3]. Clinical symptoms of ALS are
characterized by the impairment of up and lower motor
neurons, indicate muscle atrophy, and gradually spread to
the muscle of whole body including respiratory system. At
the late stage of the ALS, patients suffering from the
difficulty of speaking and breathing terminally die from the
respiratory failure [4, 5]. More than 90% of ALS is sporadic
disease in which no genetic background is identified [4, 5].

Around 10% of ALS is familial disease. The causative
genes of familial ALS reported are the superoxide
dismutase-1 [6], TDP-43 [7], and TLS [1, 2]. We have been
focusing on TLS from a view point of gene expression
regulation. Mutated forms of TLS genes indicate the similar
pathology with other ALS causative genes, dislocation into
cytoplasm from nucleus and the anomalous cytoplasmic
inclusions. TLS binds RNA in specific and non-specific
manner, and plays pivotal roles on RNA metabolisms in
processing, and transport of RNA [8, 9]. Mutations in TLS
might cause these RNA metabolic functions, suggesting its
function as a mediator for biologically active RNA
molecules.
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Biology of RNA has been highlighting more impact on
modern science extending the previous views for the RNA
metabolism that is just oriented to a step of gene expression
at the process of the Central Dogma [10-19]. The extensive
works on transcriptome inspections of the human
genome-derived RNAs enlighten huge numbers of RNAs
transcribed from noncoding regions of the human genome
[20-22]. Most of the unidentified transcripts are found to be
unannotated long noncoding RNAs (lncRNAs) whose
biological activity remains mostly unidentified [23]. These
lncRNAs are transcribed from vastly divergent sequences of
the human genome, for examples, retrotransposons
LINE/SINE and pseudogenes [13, 24-27]. Thus, their
sequences are in full diversity and unlikely to have a
common molecular mechanism behind of their biological
activity. We have, however, noticed that most of RNAs
should have their own RNA-binding protein partners in
living cells [28]. Then, we have set RNA-binding proteins as
a criterion for classification of biological activities for each
lncRNA. For this end, analysis of a model system of RNA
binding is employed to initiate this project. We picked
RNA-binding protein TLS as a model molecule to be
elucidated unannotated functions of lncRNAs [29].
Aggregation or precipitation of proteins is recently
emerging as a central concerns regarding various disorders
related to neurodegenerative diseases like amyotrophic lateral
sclerosis (ALS) and frontotemporal lobar degeneration
(FTLD) [1, 2, 8, 30-33]. It has been well recognized that
precipitation of proteins in living cells causes disturbance of
biological processes and gives rise to neurodegenerative
diseases in the neurons. More clinical impact to these
neuronal disorders enhances investigation of precipitated
RNA-binding proteins that intimately link to the diseases
[34-37]. We have developed experimental systems to
investigate RNA-binding protein TLS to analyze the
precipitation with making a model system to assess the
involvement of the precipitation into the neurodegenerative
diseases. Published data from others and ours indicate that
BISOX effectively precipitates divergent RNA-binding
proteins including TLS [38-40]. Using the BISOX
precipitation system, we explored chemicals with more effect
on the precipitation than BISOX and produced
biotin-Lys-His (BLH), derivative of BISOX. Unexpectedly,
BLH induced no significant precipitation of TLS from NE,
while it inhibited the precipitation. This inspired us to obtain
a drug to suppress the aggregate of TLS in neuronal disorders
elicited with RNA-binding proteins including TLS. Therefore,
we decided to perform in silico analysis of blocking the TLS
precipitation with BISOX building up a three-dimensional
model.
We undertook analysis in silico to examine interaction of
BLH with TLS. Previous our data indicates that addition of
BISOX into HeLa cell nuclear extract (NE) induces
precipitation of TLS [40]. The low complexity (LC) domain
(1-165), N-terminus of TLS is supposed to bind the surface
of the BISOX crystals forming the beta-strand structure.
According to the model, TLS should be incorporated into the

BISOX crystal during formation of microcrystal of BISOX.
In this manuscript, we demonstrated that BLH blocks the
BISOX precipitation with TLS. This result presents the
hypothesis that BLH should interfere with TLS or BISOX in
the crystal formation to block the crystal formation. To reveal
a mechanism, we produced a three-dimensional model to
examine interaction among TLS, BLH, and BISOX and
obtained the data showing that BLH is incorporated into
growing crystal of BISOX with TLS and blocks further
formation of the crystal. This prediction suggests that
unidentified chemicals suppress the precipitation of
RNA-binding protein that is involved in the
neurodegenerative diseases. These results give us an insight
for developing unprecedented therapeutics for ALS leading
to cure.

2. Materials and Methods
2.1. Materials
Screening the chemical library to obtain chemical
compounds to induce mouse embryonic stem cells into
myocardial cell lineages presented a chemical compound,
isoxazole
[41].
Biotinylated
isoxazole
(BISOX),
6-(((5-(2-Thienyl)-1,2-oxazol-3-yl)carbonyl)amino)hexyl,
5-(2-oxohexahydro-1H-thieno[3,4-d]imidazol-4-yl)pentanoat
e (biotin-isoxazole; BISOX) was produced following the
protocols [40].
HeLa cell nuclear extract was prepared as previously
described protocol [28, 29, 42].
2.2. General Chemical Technologies
Reagents and solvents were purchased from standard
suppliers and used without further purification. Automated
polyamide synthesis was performed on a PSSM-8 system
(Shimadzu) by Fmoc chemistry [43, 44]. HPLC purification
was performed with a JASCO PU-2080 Plus pump, a
UV-2075 Plus detector (254 nm), an MX-2080-32 mixer and a
DG-2080-54 degasser. A Chemcobond 5-ODS-H column (4.6
x 150 mm; Chemco Plus Scientific, Osaka, Japan) was used.
The mobile phase was a gradient of acetonitrile with
trifluoroacetic acid (0.1%, v/v in water) at a flowrate of 1.0
mL min-1. ESI-TOFMS data were obtained on a BioTOF II
(Bruker Daltonics).
2.3. Synthesis of BLH (Biotin-Lys-His)
From 55 mg of Fmoc-His (Trt)-Wang resin (0.32 meq/g,
PEPTIDES
INTERNATIONAL),
Boc-Lys(Fmoc)-OH
(WATANABE CHEMICAL IND., LTD.) and D-biotin
(nacalai tesque) were coupled stepwise. After the resin was
shaken for 30 min at room temperature in a solution of
trifluoroacetic acid (nacalai tesque) 950 µL, triisopropylsilane
(fluorochem) 25 µL and water 25 µL, the filtrate was dripped
into Et2O to obtain the crude powder. The product was
purified by HPLC to yield 5.8 mg of white powder (11.4 µmol,
71%). ESI-TOFMS m/z calculated for C22H36N7O5S+ [M +
H]+ 510.2493, found 510.2536.
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2.4. Protein Analysis
SDS-polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis was performed
with 10% gels following coomassie brilliant blue staining
[28]. Western blotting was done with anti-TLS monoclonal
antibody from the BD bioscience, 611385 with the dilution
ratio 1:2000 using standard protocol shown previously
[28].
2.5. In Silico Analyses
The structural coordinate data of the BISOX crystal
(Accession number 873064) [38] was obtained from
Cambridge
Structural
Database:
CSD;
http://www.ccdc.cam.ac.uk. A model of the main chains of
the theoretical beta strand structure was constructed with the
parameters setting at the dihedral angles Φ and Ψ set at 120°
using the software Swiss-Pdb viewer [45]. The beta strand
model was docked into the crystals of BISOX molecules by
superimposing the beta strand model on the BISOX
molecules with Waals (The Altif laboratory, Inc.). Structural
models of beta strand with the side chain (Y, Q, and S) were
built using Swiss-PdbViewer [45]. The side chain rotamers
with no steric conflict and proper hydrogen bonds between
the side chain of beta strand structure and BISOX molecules
were screened, and the energy minimization was performed
to optimize the conformations [46]. The divergent
conformations of the BISOX and BLH molecules were
constructed with the chemical structural modeling software
Marvin (ChemAxon, Budapest, Hungary). We obtained the
data of the BISOX crystal (Accession number 873064) from
Cambridge
Structural
Database:
CSD;
http://www.ccdc.cam.ac.uk. CSD has been administrated
with the Cambridge Crystallographic Data Center. The
database contains the data regarding crystals of organic
chemical compounds and metalorganic chemical compounds.
We obtained the crystal structural data consisting of its
crystal lattice and atomic coordinate of asymmetry unit.

3. Results
3.1. BLH Blocks the Precipitation of TLS with BISOX
We successfully reproduced previous data of the
precipitation of proteins from HeLa cell nuclear extract (NE)
with BISOX (Figure 1A, Upper panel) [40]. Moreover,
incubation of NE with BISOX at 4°C reproducibly induced
the precipitation of RNA-binding proteins TLS, in a dose
dependent manner (Figure 1A, Lower panel). Recently, we
have designed and generated a novel compound named BLH
which was expected to have the similar capability to
precipitate TLS. BLH was incubated with NE at the same
condition as the BISOX experiment, but much less amount of
precipitated proteins and also TLS were observed (Figure 1B).
We used higher concentration up to 400 µM of BLH, but did
not detect any increment of the TLS precipitation, indicating
that BLH is not another candidate for the agent to precipitate
TLS. Then, we examined additive or synergistic effect of BLH
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on the precipitation of TLS with BISOX upon incubation both
together. Unpredictably, we had neither additive nor
synergistic effect of BLH on the BISOX precipitation of TLS,
but observed that BLH blocks the TLS precipitation with
BISOX (Figure 1C). BLH remarkably reduced the BISOX
precipitation of TLS at the same concentration as BISOX, and
fully removed the precipitation at the ten times more
concentration than BISOX, indicating the efficient
competition of BLH against BISOX on the TLS precipitation.
The result presents a potency of BLH as a drug against ALS
with a novel mechanism.
In order to consolidate the result, we used the purified
GST-TLS for incubation with both BLH and BISOX to see if
BLH blocks the precipitation. In this experiment, we have
confirmed the inhibitory effect of BLH on the TLS
precipitation with BISOX, indicating the effect of BLH is
direct to TLS without any assistance by any other protein in
NE (Figure 1D). These data indicate that BLH blocks the TLS
precipitation with BISOX, suggesting that it should be a seed
for a drug against the related diseases by suppressing the TLS
precipitation in the affected neurons. Then, we decided to
pursuit for a molecular mechanism for this inhibition of BLH
to the TLS precipitation with BISOX using a
three-dimensional model.
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Figure 1. BLH blocks the precipitation of the BISOX with TLS
(A) BISOX effectively precipitates TLS from nuclear extract of HeLa cells in
a dose-dependent manner. Coomassie blue staining (Upper panel).
Western blot with TLS antibody (Lower Panel).
(B) BLH does not have any significant precipitation of TLS. Coomassie blue
staining (Upper panel). Western blot with TLS antibody (Lower Panel).
(C) BLH abrogates the TLS precipitation with BISOX from the nuclear
extract
(D) BISOX also makes precipitation of purified GST-TLS

3.2. Three-Dimensional Model of BLH
We generated the three-dimensional model of BLH in
order to investigate its interaction with TLS and BISOX.
Assuming that BLH is as a monomer because of no
experimental evidence for its crystal formation in solution,
we generated the model. The structural formula and the
model are shown (Figure 2A). BLH forms a structure
comprising of binding of histidine to biocytin containing
biotin and lysine. The data regarding the steric conformation
of biocytin, were obtained from the chemical database ZINC
(http://zinc.docking.org:
ZINC4096827).
The
three-dimensional model of BLH was generated by
MarvinSketch (ChemAxon Ltd.) based upon the
three-dimensional structural data of biocytin. Generating
conformers, stable conformations of BLH are selected (top
10: Figure 2B). The top ten conformations selected are
shown (Figure 2B). These are predicted as naturally stable
conformations as a monomer. The biotin moiety forms
variety of conformations in contrast to the Lys-His moiety.
In the BISOX crystal structure, two BISOX molecules
positions at an antiparallel orientation, forming the hydrogen
bonds between the carbonyl group of the biotin moiety and
the amid group of the isoxazole moiety (showing with red
arrows: Figure 2B) [40]. These carbonyl and amid groups
should form a beta strand-like hydrogen bond on their
binding to the LC domain of TLS. In the structural formula
and steric conformation, BLH turned out to have the carbonyl
and amid groups at the similar potion as BISOX. The
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distances between the oxygen atom of the carbonyl group
and the nitrogen atom of the amid group, are 10.00 Å for
BISOX, and 9.82 Å for BLH, respectively, fitting well the
distance in the model of the theoretical beta strand (9.33 Å)
of the polyglycine.

Figure 2. Three-dimensional structure of BLH.
(A) The structural formula and three-dimensional model of BLH (Left panel);
Superimposing of different conformations of BLH (Right panel).
(B) Comparison of BISOX and BLH structures

3.3. The Model of Binding of BLH to the Low Complexity
(LC) Regions of TLS
Previous our data indicate that the main and side chains of
the LC domain of TLS have potential to bind the BISOX
crystal [40]. In our published model, the main chain of the
LC domain of TLS forms the hydrogen bonds with BISOX,
as similar to the beta strand. The residues of tyrosine (Y),
glutamine (Q), and serine (S), which are abundant in the LC
domain of TLS, are suitable for binding to the moiety of
biotin in BISOX.
First of all, we explored possibility of a direct binding of
BLH to TLS. Modelling the structures, we tested if the main
chain of the LC domain of TLS should bind BLH as forming
the beta strand and if the side chain of the beta strand of TLS
should bind the biotin moiety of BLH.
3.3.1. Interaction of the Main Chain with the Beta Strand
of TLS
BLH possesses the carbonyl and amid groups contributing
to the beta strand-like bindings at the similar position as
BISOX (Figure 2A and Figure 3A). Based on the
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three-dimensional structure of the beta sheet (PDB ID:
43WBU) of TLS, we have generated a model of a complex of
BLH with the beta strand of TLS, by placing BLH to form
the hydrogen bonds with the main chains of the beta strand,
mimicking the BISOX complex with TLS (Figure 3A). The
model shows that the carbonyl and amid groups of BLH
feasibly have a position to form hydrogen bonds with the
main chains of the beta sheet. Although the biotin moiety of
BLH is capable of forming divergent conformation, it has no
steric hindrance with the main chain of the beta-strand. These
data suggest that BLH should form the hydrogen bonds with
the beta-strand of TLS in naturally occurring conformations.
3.3.2. Interaction of BLH with the Side Chain of the Beta
Strand of TLS
Next, we examine if BLH interacts with the side chain of
the TLS beta-strand. Previous our data suggest that the biotin
moiety of BISOX should not only bind the main chain of
TLS, but also the side chains of Y, Q, and S, that densely
localize over the LC domains of TLS. Similarly, binding of
the biotin moiety of BLH was examined to bind TLS using
the model of the BLH complex with the TLS beta-strand.
We produced the three-dimensional models of BLH with
several different conformations and its complex with the
beta-strand of TLS (Figure 3B). In the models, the biotin
moiety of BLH should form several conformations. In the
BLH bound to the main chain of the beta-strand, the oxygen
and the nitrogen atoms of the biotin moiety locate far from
the side chains of Y, Q, and S. In any conformation, the
distance from the oxygen atom or the nitrogen atom to the
side chains of the beta-strand is too distant to form hydrogen
bond (the closest: 8.8A). These data indicate that the biotin
moiety is improbable to bind the side chains of the
beta-strand in naturally occurring conformation, although
BLH could form hydrogen bond to the main chain of the
beta-strand.
To assess steric hindrance to binding of the biotin moiety
to the side chain of the beta-strand, we made a
three-dimensional model showing hydrogen bond of the
biotin of BLH with the side chains of the beta-strand by
rotation of the rotamer of the biotin moiety. Upon rotation,
energy increases in the model to accommodate the hydrogen
bonds of the side chain of the beta-strand with the biotin
generated by rotating the rotamer, compared to the original
model. For example, we obtained a model forcing the biotin
moiety towards the tyrosine residue of the beta-strand to
form hydrogen bond by rotating the rotamer (Figure 3C). In
this conformation, energy of BLH increased up to
19.4kcal/mol compared to original one, revealing that BLH
forms a forced conformation. The hydrogen bonds of BLH
with the main chains is unlikely to compensate the increase
loaded by the forced conformation with the hydrogen bond of
the biotin to the side chains of the beta-strand because of the
binding energy of hydrogen bond is only 4kcal/mol. BLH
binds the main chain of the beta-strand, but is not able to
bind the side chains at the same time, because in the case of
its binding to both chains BLH needs to form the forced
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conformation shown above.

Figure 3. Various interactions of BLH.
(A) Bindings of BLH (green) to the main chains of the TLS
The carbonyl and amid groups of BLH locates to form hydrogen bonds with
the main chains of the beta-strand (Left panel)
Superimposing of different structures of BLH, without any steric hindrance
(Right panel)
(B) Binding of BLH (green) with the side chains of the beta-strand
(C) Binding of BLH on rotation of its biotin moiety to the side chains of the
beta-strand

There is conformational disorder in rotation of the rotamer
of biotin moiety of BLH to make binding of the tyrosine
residue of the beta-strand of TLS to the biotin of BLH
3.4. Interaction of BLH with BISOX
We employed our published three-dimensional model of
the crystal of BISOX with superimposing the BLH structure
to uncover any possible interaction of BLH with BISOX
[40].
3.4.1. Model of the Complex of BLH with BISOX
We produced the model of the complex of BLH with
BISOX by adapting the three-dimensional model of BLH
based on the backbone of BISOX, to our previous multilayer

model of the BISOX crystal [40]. The model shows that a
BLH molecule is well incorporated into the surface with a
convex-concave shape, a valley and mountain shape, without
any steric hindrance (Figure 4A). It is likely that the biotin
moiety of BLH binds well as comparable to that of BISOX.
The lysine portion of BLH should bind as similar to the
carbon chains of BISOX. The histidine portion of BLH
locates as floating because it does not have enough space to
fit well the groove of the BISOX crystal (Figure 4A).
3.4.2. The Interaction of BLH with BISOX
Our present models demonstrate that a BLH molecule
should bind the surface of the grooves of the BISOX crystal
form the beta-strand like hydrogen bonds with consecutive a
BISOX molecule in the layers of the crystal (Figure 4B). It
was also shown that the biotin moieties of BISOX and BLH
form hydrogen bonds between the layers of the crystal,
indicating that BLH should bind the surfaces of the BISOX
crystals in a manner similar to BISOX.
In the interactions between layers, it is indicated that
several hydrophobic interactions of the carbon chains of
lysine and biotin portions to that of BISOX (Figure 4C). The
hydrophobic interaction between BLH and BISOX should
contribute to enhancement of affinity in both BLH and
BISOX, although it is less forceful than that in the crystals of
BISOX alone. These predictions suggest that the affinity of
BLH to BISOX is higher than that to TLS because of no
hydrophobic interaction of the LC domain of TLS with BLH.
The histidine portion of BLH protrudes upwards from the
surface of the BISOX crystal owing to no space to be placed
in the groove. This is a major difference between the BLH
incorporation into the BISOX crystal and the BISOX alone
crystal growing. This protrusion of the histidine portion
abolishes the surface of the crystal, and blocks the further
incorporation of BLH into the growing crystal.
The model of the complex of BLH and BISOX indicates
the hydrogen bonds of the beta-strand like structures and the
biotin moiety of these two molecules, and the hydrophobic
interaction between layers, suggesting that BLH binds to
BISOX with higher affinity than TLS, suggesting that BLH
could compete with TLS on formation of the crystal.
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Figure 4. The interaction of BLH with the BISOX crystal.
(A) The three-dimensional model of the BLH (green) complex with BISOX
(B) The hydrogen bonds between layers in the crystal formation of BISOX
with BLH
BLH forms the hydrogen bonds between the biotins with BISOX similar to
BISOX alone
In the layer (Upper panel); between the layers (Lower panel)
(C) The hydrophobic interactions between layers in the co-crystal formation
of BLH (green) with BISOX

4. Discussion
Precipitation of RNA-binding proteins is one of major
causes for the neurodegenerative diseases. Forming polymers
of TLS through its LC domain, the resulting polymer of TLS
is precipitated out of the solution and forms aggregates [9, 47,
48]. There is a growing list of RNA-binding proteins
including TDP-43, hnRNP1, and TLS with mutations, that
are involved in ALS and FTLD of sporadic and inherited
forms [32, 49, 50]. At this manuscript, we picked TLS as a
model molecule to analyze the pathogenic pathways of ALS.
Neuropathological events caused by the TLS mutants are the
deposition of insoluble precipitations of the mutant
RNA-binding proteins in the nucleus and cytoplasm of
neurons in the brain and spinal cord of ALS patients.
It has been focused on the LC domains of divergent
proteins including numerous RNA-binding proteins [51, 52].
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The LC domain consists of repeats of several amino acids
and only forms a specific conformation upon its interactions
with specific partners like proteins and nucleic acid. In the
pathological process, the LC domains of the N terminus of
TLS drives its phase transitions, reversibly shifting between
dispersed, liquid droplet, and hydrogel-like phases [31, 38,
53]. The mutation of TLS severely limits this ability to
repeatedly shift between these phases. Actually, the mutated
TLSs induce the propensity of TLS to condense into poorly
soluble, stable, fibrillary hydrogel-like assemblies. These
stably irreversible TLS aggregates, which selectively capture
other RNA-binding proteins, impair local RNA-binding
protein granule functions, and attenuate novel protein
syntheses in the axon terminals of cultured neurons [31].
Modulation of these protein phase transitions might be a
possible therapeutic target.
However, our focus is on the molecular dissection of the
precipitation of TLS, because this is certainly early step of
the series of events of the disease, in which its onset could be
terminated. The dynamic phase transitions of TLS have been
one of hot topics in studies of ALS. Manipulation of these
phases transition might be a tractable therapeutic target.
Practically, chemical reaction is more manipulable step to be
executed via a drug. Therefore, we have been investigating
BISOX as a TLS-precipitating reagent and obtained the
blocking agent BLH against the TLS precipitation. Analyzing
the blocking process of the TLS precipitation with BLH, we
would dissect the molecular mechanism of the TLS
precipitation and obtained protocol to repress the
precipitation leading to development of unprecedented
therapeutics against ALS. To learn more about the molecular
mechanism of blocking the TLS precipitation of BISOX by
BLH, we constructed conformational models related to these
molecules.
The model of the complex of BLH with the beta-strand
indicates that BLH barely binds the side chains of the
beta-strand, although BLH could form two hydrogen bonds
with the main chains of the beta-strand. It is unlikely that five
resides of the fluctuating LC domain without forming any
specific conformation captures BLH just with only two
hydrogen bonds to it. The model of the complex of BISOX
with BLH indicates that BLH binds BISOX through the
hydrogen bonds with beta-strands and biotin moieties, also
with hydrophobic interactions between layers. These results
show that BLH should bind the BISOX crystal more than the
TLS LC domain. It is also likely that BLH binds BISOX with
higher affinity than TLS because BLH has the distinctive
hydrophobic interaction with BISOX that is not observed
with TLS. Our previous model indicated that TLS is
incorporated into the surface of the BISOX crystals [40].
Therefore, BLH reduces incorporation of TLS into the
BISOX crystal, suggesting that BLH should block the
precipitation of TLS in addition of BLH into the BISOX
crystal forming with TLS (Figure 5A).
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Figure 5. Repression of the TLS and BISOX crystal formation with BLH.
(A) Mechanism of the BLH repression of the BISOX crystal formation with
TLS
(B) Three-dimensional model of the BLH repression of the BISOX crystal
formation with TLS

BISOX forms microcrystals in aqueous solution, while
upon addition of TLS to the solution it is incorporated into the
surface of the crystal and forms the co-crystal (Figure 5AB).
There are two possibilities how BLH represses the
co-crystallization of BISOX with TLS. (1) BLH captures TLS
and block formation of the co-crystal with BISOX. (2) BLH
competes with TLS to bind the crystal of BISOX and binds the
crystal to force TLS out of the crystal (Figure 5B). Our model
in this manuscript indicates that BLH should bind the BISOX
crystal more firmly than TLS, confirming the possibility (2).
BLH forms the beta strand-like hydrogen bonds and also
hydrogen bonds with the biotin moiety of BISOX, comparable
to TLS. Furthermore, BLH forms hydrophobic interaction
with BISOX that TLS does not, suggesting that BLH has
higher affinity for the BISOX crystal than TLS and that BLH
binds the surface of the BISOX crystal faster and stronger than
TLS (Figure 5B). BLH deprives TLS of its binding space in
the BISOX crystal. It is more strenuous for TLS to occupy the
space in the BISOX crystal because BLH more effectively
spreads out over the surface of the crystal to block the TLS

binding.
Taken together, these results show that BLH should form
the crystal with BISOX with repressing the TLS incorporation
into the crystal (Figure 5AB). It is possible to obtain a
blocking chemical like BLH to impede the precipitation by a
chemical like BISOX by addition of the blocking chemical
with prompt binding to the precipitation.
Recently, it has been reported that the propensity of specific
RNA sequences to form various base-pairing could induce
their gelation without assistance of protein [37]. It has shown
that RNP granules, for example, stress granules, P-granules,
and nucleoli, are phase-separated liquid-like compartments
[54, 55]. Numerous studies have shown proteins for their
capability to phase-separate and mediate the assemblies of
these RNP granules [54]. Recent data have shown that
sequence-specific base-pairing properties of RNAs could lead
to their phase separation and gelation, and predict that this
kind of phenomena could contribute to physiological granule
assemblies in living cells [37]. It has also been shown that
intermolecular base-pairing should result in the aggregation
and sequestration of RNA into nuclear foci in the
neurodegenerative diseases [37]. Remarkably, addition of
molecules to the experimental systems to disrupt the
formation of complementary interactions between RNA bases,
resulted in abruption of the formation of RNA foci, showing
that these base-paring is essential for the RNA gelation. These
data raise the potency that unprecedented therapeutics for
disrupting RNA-RNA base pairing could be developed for
better patient cares. This strategy is analogous to our present
data that BLH blocks the TLS precipitation with BISOX
leading to a novel drug. Therefore, agents to block
macromolecular aggregations of proteins and also RNA are a
potential seed for related neuronal diseases and could lead to
powerful therapeutics to complete care for the diseases.

5. Conclusion
In this manuscript, we demonstrated that BLH blocks the
BISOX precipitation with TLS. The data present a hypothesis
that BLH interacts with TLS or BISOX in the crystal
formation to repress the crystal formation. To explore a
mechanism, we produced a three-dimensional model to test
interaction among TLS, BLH, and BISOX. The model
indicated that BLH is incorporated into the growing crystal of
BISOX with TLS and blocks further formation of the crystal.
This prediction suggests that unidentified chemicals suppress
the precipitation of RNA-binding protein that is involved in
the neurodegenerative diseases. These results give us an
insight for developing unprecedented therapeutics for ALS
leading to cure.
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